
 Class 11 Suggestion 2024(একাদশ 
 ��ণীর ইংের�জ সােজশন ২০২৪) 
 Poem 

 1.How did leela try to make sidda to write? What was the Result Describe? 

 2."He Looked her Mutely, like an Animal" . - Who Looked at her and to 
 Whom? Describe the Situation when this incident occurred? 

 3."In Any Case, we couldn't have kept a criminal like him in the house" - 
 Who is the speaker here ?and who is the criminal referred to here? What 
 led the speaker to such a comment? 

 4.Bring out the Significance of the Title of Khushwant singh 'Karma'. 

 5.Describe the Important Character of Sir Mohan Lal In 'Karma'. 

 6.What did Jimmy Write to his old friend in St Louis? Why did he write so? 

 7.How does O. Henry Establish a Contrast Between Jimmy Valentine and 
 Ralph D. Spencer? 

 Poetry 

 1.  How does the poet look upon the sun in ‘Upon Westminster Bridge’? 
 What is so deep and why ? 
 2.Justify the title of the William Wordsworth poem‘ Upon Westminster 
 Bridge’? 
 3.”Earth has not anything to show more fair ” - What for such a comparison 
 is made in the poem ? Who is described as ‘ Dull soul’ and why? 
 4.”As I gain the cove with pushing prow, And quench its speed in the slushy 
 sand” - From where is the text extracted ? Who is the speaker here? What 
 does’ gain the cove’ mean ? What does the expression’ quench its speed’ 
 suggest here? 



 5.” O Rose thou are sick ” - Who is sick here and why ? What does the 
 expression ‘ sick ‘ denote in this poem? 
 6.  Bring out the central idea of the William Blake poem, “ The Sick Rose”? 
 7.Who takes the Responsibility of announcing the breaking of the day? 
 How is this feat achieved? 
 8.Write the substance of the  Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
 poem “ Daybreak”? 


